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.Introduction

. .
,.

, : ,

//One Of os.t-impertantprobl s.fOr curriculum s that
71

1
t

of ComMunica*ion. People outside schools constantly seek to
4

influence whatthose inside:do and fail. (Westbury, 1973;

SeWls.er, 1980. Why do theyefail? . They fail,- I think, becat'Se

Outsiders fail to understand what teachers are trying to do. As

.a consequence a gap exists.; what one means to say, the other,

does.not understand.2.This issue is at the root of the question:

"Can written guidei guide practice ?" The answer is,/yes only if the

guide writer pays attention tothe context in whiCh teachers

work, and the language that. teachers use in that context.

It is this idea I would like to pursue in this/paper.

I have divided the paper into four 'part , all of which

address the central-question and I hOpe.ser e as a framework'for.

ti

/

this symposium. My first concern is with (1-1e question: What

doe t mean to guide practice? Here I wAll use Searle's (1969)

notion of a linguistic "inst'itution" (p /51 to suggeSt what

the cons ituitive rules of guide writi g -as a speech act might

be I will'argue that one of the rul4s'of the institution

requires that 'the guide writer underttand what'the teacher is

trying to accomplish through his/h actions. It is here that

consideration must be given to f-he/context in which these acts

take )lace. 1
The proL' s acounte-ed in prartir

lk
cular curriculum project (Olson,/1980) are used to illustrate

the consequenceS of a failure te3 appreciate what teachers are

trying to accomplish in.their work.

The third section of the paper raises the fundamental

questions of whether what Se rle (1969) "normal input and

output conditions" (p. 57) tbtain in most efforts to write
a

3
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to write curriculum guides. On ot,.these conditions is that

speaker and hearer both know h to speak the same language.

Clearly both likely speak the

how``

"language", but'is there

not a translation_ problem when proponents of innovation attempt

to communicate their ideas to teachers using terms which may

have little importance in the "s stemic" structure of the teacher's
.

language (Churchland,1979, p. 70 . The theoretical structure of
3

the innovators ideas may give to terms-meanings which teachers

may find difficult to understand Given that innovators may.

theorize, differently than.teachers about a roughly common domain

Of problems, and if we ,accept, as I do, -11-61istic account of

aping, the issue of the liMitS of communication arise as they

: .

do whenever different theoretical systeMs attempt to account

for similar problems." 1' he matter of translation of innovative

ideas from one theoretical System to another will lead us

back to the pre-requisii.tes of the process of advising itself,

and to the question which is treated in the final

section of the paper: how can we appreciate the classroom context?
.14

It is upon such an appreciation that effective guide writing must

ultimately be based.

What does it mean to say that a written guide can guide practice?

The notion of a curriculum. guide-begs comParisioq.with the

sort of guideS (ve go to to help us understand unfamiliar territory.

The classical guide of this kind is the-Baedekerl.s guide. How do

these guides work? Consulting my 1910 Baedeker's Great Britain,

I learn, for example-, that "Salisbury Cathedral, a splendid

example of pure Early English, enjoyed the rare advantage of

4



having begun and finished within a period off forty years 'and is

remarkable for the unif ity, harmony and perspicuity of.its

,construction.' Thes are the sorts of statements I expect to

. find in a guide. The guide, helps me-interpret what I see

around me; it offers advice on"how best to spend my time and

,Money. The things.I find in a guide arc what I ezcpect to find

there. The guide is written according to conventions which

both the guide writer and the reader understand. Thus, in,

the case of my,Baedeker, the way the landscape is treated is

not unexpected; i,t cOnforms to the conventions'of guide writing

of the Baedeker tradition. Thus, the the landscape, normally
d

%perceived by'most as relatively undifferentiated, is, in the.

Baedeker's guide, almost insanelydetailed and particular.

One looks to left and right almost every other second; objects

of note are e erywhere and are to be thoroughly savoured.

The Baed Icer guide can be likened-to what Walkerir1980)

calls: "curriculum documents the writings to chers and

and students use" (P. 73) . He notes that such doc. ents need

to be clear and specific so that those who :'are suppOsed to be
6

instructed by the document know exactly what they are being

advised to do" (p. 73). The travel guide has to live up to the

same demands, but there is more than the matter of clarity and

specificity at stake here. The guide writers are relying on the

reader to understand the intention of the guide writing act

itself; that somethingrspecial is happening. What is being

offered isn't just information/ or description, but'somethilg

that will be of benefit. The guide,X:ter offers
4

advice. The"
)

guide writer relies on the reader to take what is-written in this

.5
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way. The particular activities sof the guide writer Fake sense

when taken as part of the larger' linguistic institution of guide.

To pharaphrase Searle (1969),guidingteaching wolves a

"variety of activities, states and raw feels, ...(these) count

as part of (the activity) given other ponditions andoagainSt a

background of_certain.kinds of institut ops... These institu-

tions.are syStems of constituitive rule Every institutional

fact is underlain by a (system of) ruae(s) of the form X counts

as Y in context C" (p. 52). What counts as advice?

Searle analyses tly speeth)act of promising to show how

such an act might be successfully performed. Such an analysis.

allows him to isolate ru s which govern how the statement is'
4

to be taken. Such rules 1 likens to those of games in which

certain preparatory and essential conditions must. obtain. Thus,

_in the case/of chess, in order to move it must be one's turn to

move , and the move must be one permitted by rules governing a

particular pieCe. Further, o is expected not to cheat, or

lose on pu,rpose. It is tie preparatory rules of guide Writing that

are of particular interr here.

Preparatory ruler: - lhosc- give the act point;

if the act is to be understood as the kind of act it is, then j
people expect the actor to conform to cer,tain-prior. conditions.

So-for example, I would not advise some one to do something theY
.

are already doing, and I must ha\ie reason to believe, that the

person will benefit from the future act that is being advised

-(Searle, p. 67)(j.

The point of these rules is that they permit us to isolate

f 6.
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.those elements\of the linguistic institution of guide writing

(taken here as similar but ncitidentical. to advising) which
]

give it its particular force; that.is,which -enable the hearet

or reader to under5tand what is meant. So, in the case of advice.,

I would not expect to go to a guide and find that I am advised to

do what I am already doing: Advice is something new. gow

difficult I might find the advice to understand depends on the

novelty of the proposal. I would...also take it that what
-/

am being urged'to do is well founded. The person who advises

me presumably has reason to believe that it will be in my

interest,to do what is being advised. We can use the preparatory

rules of advice giving to look at a particulaLly important

piece of advice in the case

lk

of the'guides to the English Schools

Council Integrated Science Project (SCISP).

'here will befa partnership between teacher and pupil in
learning... Teachers are often worried about the danger
of imposing their attitudes on pupils. 'It is suggested
that class discussiom be based on the materialg provided
...and that they should not bec9me the basis of disagree-
ment between pupils and the teacher. _Direction will some-
need to be given and the teacher selects the material to
be discussed Handbook,p. 59, 60).

How eftL,ctive is chis as a piece of advice? Clearly, the writers

had son to think that teachers would not normallly think of

as a partnership. The advice is thus well founded

pect. But-what about the other preparatory rule; the

write has sop

from the,

adequagly

reason to Ikelie'Ve that the teacher will benefit

It is here that one begins to worry about the

act. Ohe of the rules which controls the use of the
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advising. speech act is that the guide writer indeed has reason

tooffdr such advice. What might Fount as a good reason? What

Ab.rthe guide writers know about hoia teachers conceive of partner-

hips in the classroom.' Whqt do they know of how teachers coP9

with:disagreement. The ,act, if it to have the force of advick/

supposes that the guide wfpter khows something about how teachers :

construe what,might be Called "influence" in the 'classroom, (Olson,

s1981). For the advice. to'be advice at all, we,have to suppose that
. Lthe guide writer knows something about the proulett;is teachers, have

,

. in exercising influence in the. classroom.

Unless the guide writer has some idea about what the teacher

is already doing, and about what the teacher intends to do, how

can-the writer give advice? This seems a trivil poiht,but

it isn't. The rule reguires,I would argue, that the guide

writer find out'about the intentions of the teacher. TN% guide

writer isn't just talking off the top of his/herpead; he /she

knows something about the context in whicl-
-

Pr,+-111-ninF 1 _thuil from tne curriculum project,

it became clear from talking to teachers about it thatthe advice

offered did not speak to the problems the teachers actually faced

in trying to operate the project. Ilene 'Harris (1981) probes in

greater detail the nature of guide writing as a kind of speach

act and expands upon the forms\of written' communication that

guide writers can use to communicate their advice most effectively.

How can effective guides be written?

The problems teacherhad in using the curriculum projec .can

be traced to a failure df the guide writers to take seriously one.
4
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of the rules of advice giving: they did not find out-about 'the life

of the people the/ presumed to advise. Instead of:='advising, they

exhorted, the advocated, they enjoined; quite different acts. They

failed to do the research that advice giving requires. The guide
s

writer has to do research. An appropriate agenda for research
. . N.

J?!\

'h 'been suggested:by Fenstermacher (1978) using an inten onalist. , .

.

ccount'of action. !1 suggests that the researcher of teactii

find out more about what teachers intend, by their classroom

actions: what are teachers trying to accomplish by their acts?

How dO the belief of teachers come to he formed? What is the

influence of-the institution on the formation of beliefs?
6

These are useful preliminaries for the guide writer to udder-

t&e or study. As Fenstermacher note: "The researcher

of teaching cannot do research wi' > ^e way Ta:ti,_7ipating

in the education of tr-achers, --r techek 9n

transform beliefs without participating in the study of teaching"

(p. 182). Guide writing calls Upon the writer to-be both researctier

and edUcato7; and in both roles, he/she will. haVje to pay attention
4

to the intentions of.teachers. Why ig-this

,For purposes of .disciplinary knowledge, we may well thvoke

causes outside the teacher to account for practice,-but if we

wish to guide the teacher we wil have 'to study pragtice from
4

the point of view of the teachef If we didn't, we would have
'N.

eno reason to think that.our advice was potentially helpful,

because we would not kno* what thteacher was trying to accomplish,

If we ignore tht.intentions ofthe teacher, we have no grounds for .

. offering advice; what we offer is' only gratatous'and randoi. We .

could of course, simply tell the teacher that some''ction A is



godd for him/her because research. says it is so.

this we would not be guidirig, bAd.,doing something el

we did I

like

mandating; 4different sort"of act entirely. And in fact many

documents whic we might think bf as guides have the force,of

mandates. A guide can be written, but it can. only be written
,

.effectively if the author knows. something about the practices bf

thase he/she wishes to influence. h will not referse further the
.t.

arguMents-of the intentionalist acceint of teacher behaviour and
4

its value in curriculum theory, but refer the reader to that'
0

extensive literature (fOr*example: H rr4 arld Secord,1972; Ar6ris

and SchOh, 1937; Rqid, 1979; Connell, d Ben-Peretz, 1980).
0

The writers of the giAkthe curriculUm project-I studied

simply did not pay attention .to the-pedagaFical implications

of what they were 1,--triqd .Had they, they might have hesitated

'to advise what they did. The guide writers were not intereste

in pedagogy, ironically; in4tead the tggk it aS /their,tas to
4.1

instruct:teachers in thC nature of Gagnt's (1965) ,hierarchy of
(

-

1"

cognitive oPerations,and show how'the activities seleted in the
etexts functioned in the terms 4.1sedby -Gagne. Advg, useful

to teachers; was mostly absent., Exhortation to adopt the new

.practices was more common. c:....
. ,.

.P. - ---...:...

It is not surprising that the teachers did not use the guides;
A.

when they went for guidance, most often got a lecture. This put.

teachers in an untenable position. The studerLts who took the

course wrote ex r ally jit examinationg, and the teachers were 7
h

expected, to prepare them'to do well. But how to do Well, when
\..1

it was difficult to know how to operate the project 11; the absence

zf glitAance? The teachers, I foundi rewrote the lectUres of the

AO t .
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handbook into a guide they could use. Their "guideir-Vas.a

translatiop of the theoretical language of the, handbpok into

a familtar-langq.age 9f practice. In this way they "found" infor-
.

i-

mation which could ISeusedoperate the'project"i0 the minimal.

1way ,they did. They extracted and reshaped elements of:the projec

plan to suit howfthey normally operated.-, Normal operation allowed

them to get on with *; job of preparing studepts fp-flexternal
.,-

1 . Oxamination's- they created a guide by giving themselves advice

i'which Made sense in their context.
J

An example ,of how teacherstrnstructedtheir own 'guide out
of the handbboks can be seen in their fabrication of a syll'abusl

k
.tio use in pri5aring students for exami,nations. It

was here that teachers sought advidle from the handbook. 14-bat.

was the syllabus of content they were responsible for? The
0-

answer from the project team was,that the project did_not Piave

a syllabus in the teachers' sense of that word; only a limited

.number` ci' cppitive'skills which were to be nurtured by tiM teacher;
..and to be in the heads- of their students, and not to be

.found 'in th notebooks to be reviewed and learned for the
+. , .

examinaton.'
t

Where the handbook writers went wrong was4.in notnot,a preciating

why a\ syll+is was important to teachers; how such a institution
v

functioned in :the classroom, Teacher's pointed 'to the1 syllabus as
2

an authoritative text to be
.

used in disputes with pupils and

-outsiders on whether this or that shoula be taught. The syllabus

they said, provided a measure of groUnd.Oovered aoci formed a
ec,

contract between teacher, pupiels and examining board. SCISP had
,

*t,
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10

no syllabu,S4 but there-,was a list of concepts and generalizatiOns
-given to illustrate one of the, three unifying themes, building

blocks rhe tychers,:construed this list as a 'syllabus' and
'PK

proceeded'to translate it into.the basis of a )syllabus' gystem.

One of the teachers e

-worked:

Quite rahkly we gave them the list of concepts and patterns
and wesaid learn this and this; this is what this means.
Course finished! And this is where we got our grades ffom.
We. emphasized the main concepts...As far as.o would tell
there was no 'problem if you've got duplicated sheets of
V1 the conce ts% They had the list of concepts and I.

you've got a know every one of them...ygu make sure
you underStand those '-1-piterview BJ,10 February 1978.)

.

I °°-,

To tell teachers that there was no syllabus.was like .an

-ar&itect saying top.,a builder that there are no plans-for the

11

ed how the 'syllabuS''. system'
i

but perhaps a lecture on piestr(=,..ssed concrete might

abe of interest. Without an underStanding of. the pedagogi'cal

.theories of teachers, in which the syllabus was an important'

term, the handb writers;) in their, efforts to guideflfailed
0...\

to provide the kind of advice that would have'been helpful 91.
4.

the circumstances.
.

Digby Anderson (19814) treats this problem
t. .

. te .

.

..
1

frOm the oth 'de of the coin by looking at `texts which_teachers'_ I
,

\ ,
'

,-think are
if
uPraA-i-cal an fact re of limited influence

_J-
- .

, unless adjusted to w in the 91assroom

It iworth at this point, to rev-iet where the argltimdnt as

led. Guide writing is,a.-..tyPe of..t-peech.act whose force .is given
,

by a number of cpnstituitive rules., One of those rules,what.

Sear.le (1969) calla preparatory rule- a rule that gives point.

to the act- is that the advice- fiver has sdme reason to think

'12



that the Pe4pon will benefit from the advice.' This rule,

was Suggested) leads us to the ides that the advice giver needs

to -know somethi-nq about:what the person is 'trying to accomplish

Research by the advice-giver into the life of the advisee was

seen 2
ps a prOcondition of effective 'aCtion. A particular appro

to '.research was suggemted as being well related to the demands

the institution' of advice giving. Thl fate of a particular

curriculum project wills seen to be'clue to t filure of the

planners to consider how their plans would affect the lives of

people who would implement- them, and conseque'ntly due to the

failure,to give effective advice. :In fact, little in the way bi

advice a we understand it hire As given. The project document
,, .can be seen to have other kinds turf foerce sireh,as: exhortation;

. ,

.
i

invocation co,-option.

How is the Guide Writer to he Understood?
A

,w

Guide writers have an obliwg,ation44 their readers beyond

familiarizing themselves with the,intentions of the people the',\

hope to gtlide; beyond conceiving of the kactice of teachers,

they have to be able to give advice a way that othersCan.
\-.

understand )
f In everyday language, there may'not be a problei

. , k

Os /
.about advising. Advice about how to keep healthy, about how to

tend one's garden may not be difficUltto communicate; however,

that may not be etif case in communicating innovative ideas about

teaching. Njuch of such advice is given on the basis of prescrip

drawn from research and communicated in a language of the researc

13
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field itself. This was"the case in the project we have alread
lopkecT at. Thachers were giiided in the use of the text materi
in derived from a,Partigular brand of cognitive p8y

,Thus, for example, students were mean' "problem

solving" And "pattern finding" th site precise

technical meari,Q.gs in the theoretica_ ,,,guage of the planners

The teachers did not understand these words that Way. When

asked they could give no more than their everydaS, meanings.

Pattern finding' was seeing patterns in things, like patterns ii

painting; problem Solving was solving Rtoblems, like startingAz,

a stalled car. What the project planners meant by these terms

was not communicated; the teachers were not able to translate\-

them i to classroom relevant terms., ThUs the guide writer is

faced th a problem of communicating his meanings to others;

and it s to this central problem that we now turn in the next:

part of this paper.

hlt problem of beihy U1idei6LUUd was bLvUlght home to me in
4

the intetkviewo With 0 Leak-het Involved in the ,:urrit.:ulum

pik.i)ect_ wu ilaVe dIscUsbd
l c is When diked about the dittiCult

Involved 1i uperatiny the pro)e,,t, the teacher said that it;.. ad

been difficult to Levase. For the nex ten minutes I quizzed h.

on the assumption that
4
he meant that h had had troutile decidinc

what to change in the course when tie again taught it. hihiS isn

at all whet the teacher meant. He meant that it was difficult
I

review with the students the material they should know for. the

examination;a major criticism of the project, as it turned out.

What the teacher had done, in his brief complaint, is mean more

14
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than he said. lie expected me to appreciate the implications

(the reverberations within his system of beliefs about teaching)

of saying that,revision-was difficult. For the sake.of brevity,

and of not stating the obvious, he had telescoped his complaint,

-a fundamental one, into a brief sentence loaded wit ti,ireight.f

I had to scramble to find-out what th I cr by what
t`

*4. he had said.' I had to find out what the term "revise",meant
C 1

in hi_.t theoretical system. What he meant was "Look, I don't

want Cy cumplalh, but in thls it Is difficult to

aCCumplish vlSe ot the 111,,,t impultant tasks i am asked to du."

If I hadn't been able to see that we were at cross purposes we

would have never talked about a central issue for that teacher.

idea of course revision and mine were different. These term

have different.means in Ot.r respective conceptual systems, Both

were what Churchland'(1979) calls "systemically" important. Gui

writer lull simildi L sks in t,Alking to tedcheis and in this

iespeLL, as Les,,rch pl,,,e4ed, it be....amu Cleat Chat Chu

1,1_0 Jut- t, 1 at,hu ht,t 11

tedehet_ eithut

Th1.4 IL t. kt.

talKca about pA,J1,1..m :-)01vIngi a key Let_ lit the the.,ry.ot tin

project. Problem solving was taken to be an important intellec-

tual skitll to be developed through discussion, or, generally thr(

what might be called "doing problem solving" (UPS) DPS was
4

meant to promote a skill which'involved the use of facts an

values as a basis for either testing hypotheses or making prac ic

decisions. T conc4buat basis of the skill was derived from

Gagne's (19 Conditions of Learning itself not a rich

I of
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source of pedagogy. All the handbooks said about m solvi

was that it required partnership between pupil and teacher.

What did teachers make of this mysterious partnership that was

supposed to be involved in DPS? They read DPS in terms familia

to them; that is, in terms of their influence over the directiol

point and manner of classroom act'
. Teacher theories of

influence in the classroom, a out from an analysis

of the-clinical interviews used e study, was an important

source or teims in their language of practice. Teachers talked

ahunL; 9cLLIny the racLa In; hammeriny ideas; basic stur.t, bell

a fount of wisdom; expeLt; predictable; pr-oducti
; precision;

putting right; arbiter. Being a partner with their students

was not a, term in that language. Instead,when they were expect

to do problem solving, they engaged in versions of it which

made sensU in their terms.- These versions di-d-,not conform to

0
what the plainLers.had Meant. hy -patthelahlp"

Ratt,,_1 than naing a iaagnje whose Lcinoa a/c 1,Icvc1"t..c..1 //t,

L /11...14 t , 1. 1,, .1 1

I
1 I. I l l 1... 1 I s I .0,1. I .

t I ....kJ", 1 CS 1 t ,A .1 1 I 1 4..111 I L1 11 11..1 t Ilk L_ r t

ac)ikolaon, 1!"01) 111 (cLaio -r Inla ianyuay,t, (hey

and the partnership it involved as an abdtcation or their author

and d tai lure to teach. The language they used to describe how

Lhcy auw the 1..w Intlucin, t.,le captULcS the sense of theiL

wiihdlawl and Illuistiotc:,, by derckult, thcl/ theories or

intluence. uninvolved; hoveting; ticking utt; tec) inieidn;

observer; reteree; in the background. Doing problem solviny
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was translated as losing inflUence,

Many of ..he investigations of the project involved DPS.

What were the 'ceachers to do? They translated theSe activities

in terms of t `heir theories'of influence. DPS became,, variously:

reviewing the facts of the section lust cothpleted; wasting time;

recessf a pretense. One teacher saw what to him looked like an
Agitend of section review; the students were toles

1010Ak
guegions by going ha c into the te, . The ,I,est. vicre meant

r. the

to stimulate dhate and the doing hack was absurd, but dt least

dcLiv1Ly made use of the Mcitetial And Lne teacher remained

111 eharge. One Leacher Liedted DPS ds a bull session; it wasn't

seriouS work, so nothimCwas.lost if the lesson didn't go well.6
A

-Ano?er simply let the students talk and thenJimposed the
P

"correct" vi. .

eWhy did h teachers do these things? They did ,them to
rt.

plut.ect_ their influence, which they saw aS being eroded by DPS.

bPS MaWahy in classloom LeNns. The teafOrs did

undeisLand what_ UPS mcaht 111 tt2tMt-i or authority and efficauyi

Lhe plann'el.6 had failed to IHIL:ate what UPS meant In such terms

(And thus to guide

What i5 the sigi,iti,:auce tpl tuture writers-of guides of

these cases? The significance is that guide writers must not
4,-

only appreciate the intentions of the teachers, they- need to

understand the language used to talk about those intentions.

The teachers were to use their influence to prepare

students for examinations. The way they talked about their wok

reflected these concerns aild the theories teachers espoused were

related to them. The writers of the guides to the project
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recommended things which these teachers were bouhd to have

difficulty understanding and, to the extent that they did

understand, reject. The guide was written ih one language;

teachers spoke ariothoT.

Clearly, the guide writer must be' concerned about how
0

the terms of one language are going to be translited in another.

00
Is it up to the teachers to translate guide language into their

language? 1 think not surely t6dr:oniis is on the qu4dc
1

It is he/she who wants to communicate

Take the case of UPS; at times this Ihvulv,,1 classroom

dIsQ:u5Si011 which is ''Onstituted by a number of \ -Liles. The

planners showed they were dimly aware of thee rules when they

said for an activity to count,as 'a discussion certain velation-

ships between participants must prevail; a partnership is required.

Now this paitiCulat kind or speech institution was not tamiliar

to tAkcsc! They did hOL kilOW thla' lulu Wlyht_ upelaL

thc k.1,1L,01y.Ati. Thcy ail-41u,j pupils to talk

LI c.ly 1 u 1 u, S th,lk d14.1 hot

hhaL;LakahA Lhat. "hot Jumlh_ttlwy cuunL aS a

of influence, it wa:, bete that they could have Leen uttered
'110

some Advice about how it might be that influence and discussion

were compatible, and that discussion did not involve t'h'e abdication

of influence. What the guide writers did not do was translate

diSCuaaluil in a way that tacheLs could understand what was

meant in theil own teLlas To make this translation the yuide

writer would have to know something about the nature of the

theories about teaching that teachers have and Tic, classroom
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influence figures in those theories.
4

As Churchland (1979) suggests, "Any penetrating appreciation

of another person'S understanding must involve an appreciation

of which the sentences he aceots.are explanatorily and

epistemologicailly most crucial in his particular view of realit
2

(p. 70). I would argue that'quide writers need to understand

how teachers construe their influence in the classroom if they

are yOiny to make effectiv translations of their ideas into a

Iclinjucnp_ tn,,1 undc:LnLnpid

ChutLAII,Ind, In dIL)eussIon ,nd nun

rheotetical eoncepts,aryues that this is a false distinction;

"Jf viewed warily, thle network of principles and assumpti\Qns

constituitite of our common-sense conceptual framework can be

seen to tke as speculative and as artificial as any ovqrtly

theoretical syStem._An short it appears that all. knowledge...

thlny an nun theotetiOal

)0/ul,dzrbtar,ding" It 2)

Thc.: ImpOrt L -II LO1 (Walt.,

A. 11,,t tne tea.,heis abort.

thell pla..t1t.:e and Lln.oties aLuut plaotioe based un the ',Aisciplines.

Both share the Same properties and for both attempts to conve\t

the terns of one intd the terms of the other takes us into

problems of translation as much as in any other case of

translating from one conceptual dbmhin into anc4her. There is

reason to t Ank that the languaye in which MostAnnovative ideas

is couched, at least those institutionalized as funded projects,

in need of translation into practitioner language`if the

9 Ny
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innovative ideas are to stood.

Churchland offers advicebn how this might be accomplished.

He says:
.

"An individual's understanding of a te'rm"can be decisively

specified, only against the, backgrdund provided by theyentire

interlocking network of (systemically mor&important) sentences

he accepts. Therefdre ifwe-wish to speak of'(sameness. of

understanding) across idiolects, we must again think in termsi

ofcorresPorldirlinodesinsufficiarallelnetworks-in
tkis way we are led to a holistic conception of both meaning and

(understanding" :(p. 61).
44.

This Means that the person who wishes to communi7te ideas

to teachers is going' to have to undertand the network of belief

that teachers hold and what particu ar terms mean within such

networks. This is commonly.known as the "Principle of Charity",

and it seL:ms to be a tunchtmehtal consideration foL guide wrItiny

azi cai uGt öf ation, As Se,Arle (1969) point ont,one of

th" 1,1 eni d l Ll uits ut .iii act I:, th.At thc

uhdel,iuhd otn,i

cleat it he/bile to guide praaitionelb; the yu

A
The buld"h O th,f InhuvAatoi. 1

de.$ haves

to be written in a language teachers understand. Thoseof the
2

project we nAvealoolied at here were riot so Jitten. Churchland,

in his discussion of translation, suggests that the translator,

has to undeistand the important uses of terms tn other people's

languayes and to do that their whole system of beliefs must be

understood. He is talking about an outsider translating the

insiders' language, and that is what I am4proposing here. If the

^91
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guide writer wants to communicate his ideas to teadhers) he has

to find some way of translating current. practices into new fdrmu-

lations dn a way that/preserves /the meaning of thewordS used by

teacherto describe the old practices. We don't need -hew

'languages, we need new formulations of the old. The qui:40. wrialis
. .6

must be a speaker df the practieal languages of teacheis and be
4 '2-- 4. 4

.t.able to express the new intentions in such a way that new to

meanings are possiblt;, but with d Maximum of shared meaning

1<.ta1tted. WI 1 dA ..0111 1 .11111 111 .11111 1 1. h 1 ilk 1. h A11. 1. 111 ,-."5 L., 1 /11Pirk.t..C111 t
rut gulding tc:a;h11-1,E, l th,tt in t11c t tatic latlull LLOCCSS SUMe

statements die more important than others.
4

The guide writer has

to know what arcs the important sentences in the teachers'

thedries, and work to preserve the meaning of these in the

translation. To know what those_san-t_ences are he has to know

the rationaly of the overall system.of_befiets.

We thus come back to where atiiilybit,i or aOviol t. a

Th,; LuIL. tnat the advIL:e w< 11 1.:ddS

1, at,t Lt,t ., .A 1A/1 1., L 111,1 111 CAL, ,111- I It 11 he she

E. 1 1 1. , .a t A/ 1

.nE;ctAk 1.11. 115 io th, aam, pl,ce. by adopLiny

tr holAsti, conception of meaning, wk are lead to th.e belief structure

of the teacher aild,accordingly, to particular kinds of preliminary

work tJetoie guide wilting be:gins. Thac,work, as a number of

4people-have indicated (fee foi example; Olson, 1V77; Reid, 1918;

unsteimachet 4918; Hills, 1981), involveA finding out -more about
4 '

how teachers talk al5out the work they do and .what they are trying

to accomplish by.their actions. Research methods to plish

21
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this need to be deverciped.
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Understandin the Classroom-Contexti Te.e Possibilities of
ConstrOC. Alternativism

Two 4pproaches to understandi fig of school realities ca.R be

identi-fied based oritheir approach to teadhers: one assume that

teacher behaviour is ntrolled by instituLional cons and bland-
_

ishments, or by more immediate classroom contextual factors. This

approach seeks explanation for action hy correlaqijg measures of

teacher behaviour. Thy aim of ink!uiry is to provide the means to
N\

4
shape the behaviour of the teacher to further some external

purpose. The purposes or the Leacher are ignored. On the other

hand, the intentions of 1IH, teacher can he probed on the assumption

that noone is the victim of hisf or kiei circumstances or biography.

Qn this view, ,./hat t.eachers mike of _their situation.- how they

k:ore,tik the altrnativ,, they lace lokun to hu ImpoLtailt /
111 1111at:1;:ittialtitt actiwns. Th. t I lltiu l l 1 s t

t..111,,1 t hi._ 1 v/p, I ,

,,L11 .11i It ,1,1.1

1.1 A V, LtIt 4.1 ( I I) 1, Ltty i1, ft, 11; (1955)

1L141. .11i A, (1\JI) t IVA l 1

ditctLIv1.,11A It 1., 440111t1.1 thc

LlIc!utut_11 k,iielitat_1(Jh of the apptuaLh to

sChool realities I am suggesting here. The approach .can help us

learn about the classroft system from those who are involved in it

(tfie Lstance of classioom life and the language used to describe

it) ; arid, seconi, it can help people oaLL,Id the school cominunicatc

with those inside in planning the curriculum (a source of languaqe
0

for improving communication between those concerned about

change) .
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4.

., These possibilities stem, q_Use of a disoiRlAed
it

o
method of eliciti-r)g and exploring the meaning of constructs

. . f,teachers use to (iescribe the practical dilemmas kalterna*ves)A

they face.' gUch.,,A process can provide a better understapding of
.

h9w teachers theorize about the work they do and these theories

need to 'be researched as part of planning to ?rite' curriculum

guisdes, amongst other things. The constructs used by teachers

with Leferftice to of sttud.tiOns. of lout d.1 int.erusL LL)

Lhuw ana Luuul,ku ,1,1uunt a lainina,A,_' which Iluti'h

rl,
Luttuheis anu cutriubli,y1 Sts can bejin Lo piutie, In the study

wu hay been discussing, p14i_iculcir deficiericies of communication
f .

C.

were identiried by thi- %tedchers.. These ,\ as we-have seen, stemmed
t

_.. from a_l_a_ck of "contextual sensitivity" (Anderson, 197Wexhibite5
,

by e project curriculuw guides. The use of a constructive frame-
.

w rk, 519,ju:,Lecidelu iniuvid:,, an uxamplu ot how ilisidt-Ls and outsidOn;

m1q11L oppLoach ,u(11,141om ..nun.01 togethc.,1 without
da

(h, H t 11t t, (A)

I, t k-L, g ,

110:., 111_ tiL

t I I 111c. . pro, La, All

.? ,1 1 , LA.

LAJIISLL I 1 v,. ,1,1.10.1% II I a, 1111,2 I ;IL

Lhc Leach(-.:Ls' puiht of Vluw See olz:ion, ,l`rniU)
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